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and Humanities Program (AHP)
promotes cura personalis, or care
of the whole person, for MedStar
Georgetown University Hospital
(MGUH) patients, family
members, caregivers, medical staff,
and visitors through its programs
of music expressive writing, dance,
and visual arts. Classes,
workshops, bedside visits,
exhibitions, environmental
enhancements, educational
programs, and research, contribute
to promoting an optimum life
experience for those who
encounter and interact with the
AHP at MGUH.

OUR MISSION:
The mission of the AHP is to
encourage a creative and
constructive response to illness for
patients, caregivers, medical staff,
and students. Through its music,
expressive writing, dance, and
visual arts programs, the AHP aims
to provide therapies that align with
MGUH’s mission of cura
personalis.

DIRECTOR’S CORNER:
Hello and welcome to the Arts and Humanities Program
(AHP) Winter Newsletter! Many wonderful events and activities
took place since we sent our summertime report including an
inpatient wedding, two international arts convenings, and the
second annual Day of Dance. While the AHP continues to serve
patients and staff at MedStar Georgetown University Hospital
(MGUH) with music, dance, expressive writing, and visual arts, new opportunities
for programs, partnerships, research, and outreach also arose away from MGUH.
At a dance studio in Takoma Park, Maryland, the AHP, in partnership with the
MGUH Department of Neurology, held the second Movement for Multiple
Sclerosis (Movement for MS) course serving patients with MS. MGUH
neurologists recommend the course for their patients, who return week after week
and report that the class helps them both cognitively and physically.
At IONA Senior Day Center in Washington DC, the AHP leads a year-long
Community Service Learning Course for Georgetown School of Medicine
(GUSoM) students. Using arts and humanities projects as a base for
communication, the medical students interact with people who have been
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s Disease or dementia. The work at IONA are some of
the few times the students will study these diseases during their GUSoM training.
All of AHP’s work outside of MGUH stems from what is happening inside
the hospital. Indeed, the hospital may be the most important art space of the 21st
century. It is from here, where people are worried, stressed, sick, and often sad,
that the arts and humanities are called to do their best work. It is my pleasure to
present this update to you.
Sincerely,
Julia Langley
Faculty Director, Georgetown Lombardi Arts and Humanities Program

Patient and Staff Care
Movement for Multiple Sclerosis (MS)

Movement for MS class mirroring ac2vity.

Movement for MS is a dance class for people with
multiple sclerosis, their caregivers, and loved ones. In the
welcoming and joyful space of the dance studio,
Movement for MS empowers participants to explore their
movement potential in fun and creative ways while
building community, collaboration, and physical
confidence.
The AHP, in partnership with the MGUH Department of
Neurology, began its second Movement for MS pilot
study on September 11, 2018. This 10-week dance course
was held at Dance Exchange, Takoma Park, MD.

Movement for MS class with Sco7sh Ballet &
University of Florida guests.

Participants often expressed gratitude for the class, the
community, and instructors. The course was deemed
successful and the MGUH Department of Neurology is
currently analyzing the research data to support further
study. Results from the first study indicated that
participants felt the classes helped to improve muscle
strength and flexibility, as well as creating community
and preventing isolation. These preliminary results will
be compared to those of the second MS course to see if
there are similarities and/or differences between the two
data sets.

Teneka and Morgan dance together in a partner dance.

Following is a quote from a dancer sent after a Movement
for MS class:
“The class was wonderful, I really enjoyed it! The best
thing for me was meeting everyone, I love to meet people
who are struggling with the same issues I have. When I
meet people with MS, it’s like I found a place where I am
understood and I belong, I don’t feel that often! So it was
very important for me to have that experience.”
- Movement for MS participant

Movement for MS class.
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Movement for MS Convening, Georgetown University,
October 23rd and 24th 2018
On October 23rd and 24th, the AHP hosted visitors from the Scottish
Ballet, the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland, and the University of
Florida’s Center for the Arts in Medicine program to discuss building
Movement for MS par2cipant and Sco7sh
Ballet member dance together.

an international Movement for MS consortium. The groups attended
one of the AHP’s Movement for MS classes as well as our annual Day
of Dance. All groups are starting Movement for MS courses in their
prospective locations. The Scottish Ballet has received a grant to
begin a Movement for MS course in the winter of 2019. The
University of Florida has an ongoing pilot program. The AHP is the
first program to have completed two pilot studies looking at the self-

Group discussion, debrief, and brainstorming.

assessed (by patients) value of Movement for MS.
The Georgetown convening allowed each group to share the work
they are currently doing and discuss how the groups can collaborate
going forward. Currently, a paper on the results of the convening is
being written. Plans are now underway for a second convening in
Scotland and the development of a multi-site clinical trial.

Sco7sh Ballet member dances in Movement
for MS class with par2cipant.

Artist Spotlight
Deborah Riley joins AHP as movement artist-in-residence and
lead dance teacher for Movement for Multiple Sclerosis
In August, Dance Place Director Emeritus, Deborah Riley, joined the AHP. Deborah has long been interested in art
and health. She serves on the board of Arts for the Aging, Dance Place, and Dance Exchange. Riley is a life-long
dance artist and more recent practitioner of Laban Movement Analysis. As a touring artist and educator, she has
performed throughout Europe and the US, as well as choreographed over 40 original works for her company:
Deborah Riley Dance Projects. She was an artist-in-residence at DC’s Dance Place beginning in 1988 and retired as
Co-Director in 2017. In 2016, she was honored with the Pola Nirenska Award for Lifetime Achievement in Dance.
As an AHP artist-in-residence, Riley leads stretch breaks and noontime yoga on Mondays. In addition, Riley is the
new lead teacher, assisted by AHP movement artist, Alison Waldman, of the AHP/Department of Neurology
Movement for MS program. Although she is new to the team, the MGUH community has already benefited from
Riley’s dance and movement expertise.
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Patient and Staff Care
Day of Dance in Healthcare
The 2018 Day of Dance brought the joy of
movement throughout MGUH. Movement
artist, Alison Waldman, directed the
Movement Choir, which featured Anthony
Hyatt leading 10 professional dancers
throughout the hospital, while playing
violin. The Movement Choir began in the

The Day of Dance Movement Choir makes its way around MGUH infusion.

Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer Center
Atrium and wound its way throughout the
hallways and patient units of MGUH.
People who encountered the fluid beauty of
the choir remarked on how special it was to
see all ages and types of dancers swirling
about the hospital.

For the 2018 Day of Dance, the AHP was
pleased to be joined by the education
department of the Scottish Ballet and

Group photo of Day of Dance dancers and musician.

members of the University of Florida’s
Center for the Arts in Medicine. The visiting
groups followed the Choir, and watched the
interactions with hospital community
members. Later, the groups shared the
reactions they witnessed which ranged from
surprise and delight, to tears and expressions
of gratitude from patients, staff, and visitors
to MGUH. The group also shared their own
delight at having been invited to experience
the Day of Dance in Healthcare.

Pa2ent making a beaded bracelet with Lauren for his daughter.
The Day of Dance Movement Choir and musician
moves through the MGUH hallways.
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Patient Story

Patient Care

The happy couple gets married in the ICU.

Music and Art for an ICU Wedding
On August 29th, Jacob, an Intensive Care Unit nurse
called the Arts and Humanities Program and asked if we
could provide decorations and music for a wedding to be
held there that afternoon. The couple, a patient and longtime girlfriend, decided that day to get married and by
3pm they were officially husband and wife. Anthony
Hyatt, musician-in-residence, played violin for the
service, Morgan Kulesza, AHP program coordinator,
decorated the patient’s room and took photos for the
couple. Their pastor and many friends from near and far
arrived at the hospital to celebrate the happy couple. It
was a great pleasure to help them in the planning and
realization of their very special day.

EBeauty Wig Exchange at AHP
In 2018, The Arts and Humanities Program office
became the resource room for women in need of
wigs. Thanks to our new partnership with EBeauty
Wig Exchange, women undergoing chemotherapy
and other therapies resulting in hair loss are
offered wigs free of charge. For women
undergoing chemotherapy, hair loss can add
another layer of emotional and financial strain
during an already difficult time, as quality wigs
are expensive. EBeauty Wig Exchange, a program
started by two female breast cancer survivors,
collects, cleans, and distributes donated wigs
through cancer centers like Lombardi. Housing
the wigs in the AHP office has been a wonderful
bridge between the AHP staff and Lombardi
patients. Surprisingly, the wigs bring laughter and
smiles to our office. Many women who come into
the AHP office feeling tentative, open up and join
us in deep conversation after the initial tension of
trying on hairpieces is gone. The arrival of the
EBeauty Wig Exchange has allowed for unique
experiences of kinship and bonding.

Bride and Groom pose with violinist Anthony HyaO
aPer the ceremony
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Staff Support

MGUH Wellness Fair, 2018

AHP artists provide caregiver workshops throughout the year. Every fall we participate in the MGUH Wellness Fair,
which serves MGUH staff by informing them of all the ways in which MGUH strives to provide a healthy workplace.
This includes opportunities for staff to have their eyesight checked and blood pressure monitored, as well as projects
for stress relief. This year, Jennifer Wilkin Penick had a table for collage card making and Julia and Morgan informed
the staff community about our Ready to Move stretch breaks and noontime yoga classes.

AHP ar'sts and
pa'ent care:

The AHP currently has sixteen professional artists-in-residence who work directly
with patients through musical and artistic interactions and programing.

Featured Artwork

Garden Meditation by Suzanne Fierston

Garden Medita2on by Suzanne Fierston at MedStar Georgetown University Hospital.

In August, local artist Suzanne Fierston created a mural on the columns of the Comprehensive Care Center at
MedStar Georgetown University Hospital. Garden Meditation was underwritten by the hospital’s “Power to
Heal” campaign, comprised of employee giving. The employees decided they would like a permanent artwork to
enhance the outdoor area where they often take lunch breaks. Fierston decided the columned space needed color.
She chose four freestanding and four engaged columns to paint in pairs. Each pair is painted in the same color,
with a variation of that hue on each of the column’s four facets. This subtle change makes the columns appear
different depending on where the viewer is looking. The colors also appear to change depending on the time of
day and the type of day, due to the light. Staff responses to the new work have been very positive and the
Arts and Humanities Program is pleased to add Garden Meditation to its collection.
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Education
Community Service Learning at IONA Senior Day Center
For the third year in a row, Julia was asked to teach a course to first-year medical students at the IONA Senior
Day Center. The course, which meets 8-10 times over the course of a year, brings medical students face-to-face
with people diagnosed with Alzheimer’s Disease and/or Dementia. The students learn firsthand how these
diagnoses affect people and how they, as physicians-in-training, can use the arts and humanities to better
understand and treat people living with these challenges.

GU Medical Students lead IONA Senior Service Day Center par2cipants in game of bingo.

Lombardi Ensemble Association Patients (LEAP) Holiday Extravaganza
The AHP mentors Georgetown University student volunteer clubs allowing them to see first-hand the impact of
having arts and humanities in the hospital. On December 1st, LEAP, a club of student musicians traveled
throughout MGUH to share holiday cheer with patients, caregivers, and staff members. Groups of Georgetown
university students, including the Gracenotes, Saxatones, Capital G’s, and more, perform in the hospital. The
response was overwhelmingly positive: patients and staff danced, sang along, and even cried. We are already
planning the next caroling session with LEAP.

LEAP student volunteers play music and sing in MGUH for pa2ents, caregivers, and staﬀ members for the holidays.
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Lombardi Voices, the AHP’s annual publication celebrating the value of the written word.
Love Yourself Uncondi1onally
By: Betty Entzminger

Love Yourself So You Can Free Yourself
Love Yourself So You Can Love One Another, Support One Another
Love Yourself So You Can Forgive Yourself
Love Yourself So You Don’t Lie To Yourself
Love Yourself So You Can Love Someone Else
Love Yourself So You Can Become A Better Self
But Most of All Love Yourself Unconditionally

Advocacy
NOAH Leadership Summit, Georgetown University, Sep. 12-14, 2018
The National Organization for Arts in Health (NOAH) held its Leadership Summit at Georgetown University this year
in partnership with the AHP. The Summit brought in a diverse group of leaders in healthcare, healthcare design, patient
experience, nursing, medical humanities, art agencies, state art councils, community and public health, creative art
therapies, the military continuum, rural and minority health representatives, and arts in health from across the country.
The Summit provided the framework for leaders to integrate the field of arts in health across disciplines, and to elevate
the discussion and potential solutions to challenges facing healthcare. The results of the Summit are available online:
https://thenoah.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/NOAH-Leadership-Summit-Report-October-2018.pdf

NOAH Leadership Summit aOendees.

Lorena Bradford speaking during small group
break-out sessions.

Julia Langley presents the AHP to NOAH
Summit aOendees.

Todd Frazier, Gay Hanna, and Sophie Gorshenin
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT
GUIDING PRINCIPLES:
The AHP is led by these guiding principles: the best patient care
begins with the best staff care; artists are valuable members of
patient care teams; healthcare professionals need to take time for
self-care; and a creative healthcare environment benefits all
communities involved.

If you are interested in making a gift to
support the Georgetown Lombardi Arts
and Humanities Program, please contact
Faculty Director Julia Langley at
(202) 444–7228 or
julia.langley@georgetown.edu.

THANK YOU:
We give our ongoing thanks to the
Cecilia F. Rudman Arts and
Humanities Program Fund
administered by the Frederick M.

We deeply appreciate your interest in the Georgetown

Fisher Foundation; the Frederick

Lombardi Arts and Humanities Program!

Henry Prince IV Family Hospital
Staff Morale Program, the
Kathleen A. Beard Foundation
Fund, as well as the Prince

Stay Connected:

Charitable Trusts, MedStar

Like us on Facebook

@lombardiartsandhumanities

Follow us on Instagram
View our Website

@georgetownartsandhumanities

@georgetownlombardiartsandhumanities

Health, MedStar Institute for
Innovation, an anonymous
foundation, The Wolpoff Family
Foundation, The Scholl
Foundation, and many supportive
individuals.

3800 Reservoir Road, N.W. | Nina Hyde Resource Room | Washington, D.C. 20007
(202) 444 -1171 | morgan.kulesza@georgetown.edu

